
Object Recognition Using a TagJ. Matas, L. M. Soh and J. KittlerCVSSP, Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering,University of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey GU2 5XH, United Kingdome-mail: fg.matas,l.soh,j.kittlerg@ee.surrey.ac.ukAbstractWe propose a method for object recognition in anunconstrained condition. This includes wide range ofillumination, unknown view points and complicatedbackground. We simpli�ed the general problem byplacing special design patterns (Tsai[1]'s camera cal-ibration chart) on the object that allows us to solvethe pose determination problem easily. After establish-ing the methodological framework, we experiment withthis technique on a wide range of real data to showthe reliability of the approach. We argue that withthis capability we should be able to a) establish cameraposition with respect to a landmark b) recognise an ob-ject which is tagged with the calibration chart and c)test any camera calibration and 3D pose estimationroutines, thus facilitating future research and applica-tions in mobile robots navigations, 3D reconstructionand stereo vision.1 IntroductionObject localisation and recognition is one of themost challenging problems studied in the �eld of com-puter vision. As yet, successful 3D object recognitionhas only been demonstrated either for a very speci�cclass of objects (eg. polyhedra) or in environmentswith controlled illumination, viewing geometry, back-ground etc.[6]. On the other hand, if a good approx-imation of the pose of an object is available (in thecamera coordinate frame), veri�cation of its identitymay be simply achieved by a direct comparison of theimage with a model projected on the image plane.In order to recognise objects in unconstrained en-vironments we have developed a system based on tag-ging of objects of interest with a readily detectablesmall pattern of black squares on a white background.The pattern was designed by Tsai ([1], [2]) for cameracalibration and standard procedures exist for deter-mining its 3D pose with respect to the camera. Wehave developed a complex but extremely robust tech-nique that allows us to detect the Tsai chart over alarge range of scales, in very di�cult illumination con-

ditions and in the presence of partial occlusion (see�g. 1). A large part of this paper describes the chartdetection algorithm.
(a) Unfocused input im-age (b) Multiple charts withocclusion.
(c) Multiple charts, badlighting. (d) Multiple charts, badlighting.
(e) Multiple charts, oc-clusion. (f) Multiple charts, acuteangle.Figure 1: Results on test images with 1. low contrast(c)(d)(f), 2. highly uneven illumination (c)(d)(e), 3.charts appearing at arbitrary orientations and a widerange of scales (b)(c)(d)(e)(f).



Once the chart is (or charts are) detected in theimage, the chart pose in the camera coordinate sys-tem is known. To identify the object that is taggedby the chart we transform the edge map in the vicin-ity of the chart to a canonical frame. Next, prestorededge maps from the object database (corresponding toa canonical view) are compared one by one with thetransformed edge map and the map attaining a maxi-mum score, if above a threshold, identi�es the taggedobject. The method can be applied to add navigationof a mobile robot. In this scenario, a Tsai chart at-tached to a landmark may serve two purposes. Firstly,it is designed speci�cally to facilitate computations ofthe relative position of the camera with respect to thelandmark. Secondly, by allowing the transformation ofthe landmark into a canonical frame, landmark recog-nition can be simpli�ed.2 Chart DetectionIt is often assumed that the detection of charts ormarkers which are designed to enhance detectabilityis trivial. However, available implementations of thestandard calibration procedure (Willson[3]) do not in-clude detectors, taking image coordinates of points asinput. Our experience suggests that generic low levelprocessing approaches (Canny[4]), which do not ex-ploit the speci�c properties of such standard objectsare likely to fail in most but near optimum imagingconditions where the lighting, pose and scale of theobject are all favourable. Even if features belongingto the chart are detected, they must be segmentedfrom the background manually.The design of the calibration chart, as shown inFigure 1a , is simple and the chart can be easily re-produced for use as an object tag or a navigationallandmark. We can observe invariant properties thatcan be exploited to make the chart recognition processrobust. Firstly, from the contrast between the blacksquares and white chart background, we can assumethat the image gradient for pixels on the chart is cer-tainly highest locally and not far from the global max-imum. Secondly, the compactness, high over a largerange of viewing angles, and convexity, invariant un-der perspective, of the squares can be used to removemost background features satisfying the contrast cri-terion. Geometrically, we can also take advantage ofthe relationship between the size and distance of thesquares as well as their linear con�guration.The general plan devised to take the full advantageof the above model properties requires several stagesof processing. The proposed technique involves a fewsimple but powerful steps. In order to make the sys-tem robust, individual blocks must be able to handle

worst case scenarios. Furthermore, each block mustprovide the best possible output for the next block sothat there will not be any need for excessive compu-tation at any stage to cater for inadequacies of theearlier stages of processing.In the �rst step, Sobel operator is used for �lteringthe raw image. A 3x3 mask (ie. no smoothing) is usedboth to maintain positional accuracy and to facilitatethe detection of the smallest feature of interest. This isfollowed by adaptive thresholding based on local gradi-ent histogram analysis. Next non-maximum suppres-sion and hysteresis thresholding are performed. Sub-sequently, each square is linked and gap bridging isapplied where necessary. In the stage of feature ex-traction, the centre of gravity of each square is selectedas the most stable and accurate feature representingthe squares of the chart. Next, constraint checks areperformed on the compactness and convexity of thesquares.In the stage of feature extraction, the center of grav-ity of each square is selected as the most stable andaccurate feature representing the squares of the chart.The imprecise nature of corners and edges is causedby the "shrinking" e�ect as shown in Figure 2.
Shrinking EffectFigure 2: The "shrinking" e�ect results in inaccuratecorners and edges as compared to the center of mass.To segment the calibration chart, Attributed Re-lational Graph matching (Bunke[5]) between the fea-tures extracted and the model is performed. Variousmodel constraints are utilised to minimise the searchspace. This transforms the segmentation into a Max-imum Weight Matching problem in the graph space.Finally, missing features (occluded or undetected) arepredicted based on prior knowledge of the chart.The proposed chart detection procedure has beenextensively tested. A sample set of test images was se-lected to cover a wide range of conditions with whichthe system should be able to cope. Thus the set in-cludes charts of di�erent sizes, with complicated back-



ground, occlusion, bad lighting conditions, extremeperspective e�ects and multiple charts. Figure 1 showsresults from the sample sets under various test condi-tions. A 100% detection rate was achieved on thissample set of more than 100 test images. Further-more, the system was successfully run continuously,processing images grabbed on-line.The processing time required is between 0.22 to 0.35seconds for a 256x256 image and 1 to 1.5 seconds for a768x576 image depending mainly on the level of noiseand the degree of di�culties. The distribution of thecomputation time is quite even with the Sobel �lteringand segmentation taking approximately 20% each. Allthe above tests were conducted on a Silicon Graphics(SGI) Power Challenge.3 Recognition and Landmark Detec-tionThis part of the project is still in progress. A smalldatabase of images with tagged objects and landmarkshas been assembled. Example images are shown in�gs. 3, 4a and 5a. In �rst experiments edge mapstaken from the vicinity of the detected chart weretransform to a coordinate frame corresponding to afrontal (canonical) view. As shown in images 4b and4d (5b and 5d respectively) the transformed maps canbe compared by direct correlation. At present a largedatabase is being assembled and recognition perfor-mance tested.4 Summary and ConclusionWe have developed a robust, model based schemefor the detection of calibration charts. The techniquewill facilitate a) reliable computation of camera posi-tion with respect to a landmark b) recognition of ob-jects which are tagged with the calibration chart andc) testing of any camera calibration and 3D pose es-timation routines, thus providing enabling technologyfor vision based mobile robot navigation, 3D recon-struction and stereo and motion analysis.References[1] R. Y. Tsai. A versatile camera calibration tech-nique for high-accuracy 3D machine vision metrol-ogy using o�-the-shelf TV cameras and lenses.IEEE Journal of Robotics and Automation, 3:323{344, 1987.[2] R. Y. Tsai. Synopsis of recent progress on cameracalibration for 3D machine vision. In O. Khatibet al., editor, The Robotics Review. MIT Press,1989.[3] R. Willson. Tsai Camera Calibration Software.Web Site http://www.cs.cmu.edu/People/rgw/TsaiCode.html, Oct. 1995.
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(d)Figure 3: Sample images of tagged objects (a),(b) andlandmarks (c),(d).



(a) reference view (b) canonical view

(c) test view (d) canonical viewFigure 4: Mapping edge maps into canonical view.

(a) reference view (b) canonical view

(c) test view (d) canonical viewFigure 5: Mapping edge maps into canonical view.


